Everyone Is a Protagonist: Residue Conformational Preferences in High-Resolution Protein Structures.
In many structural bioinformatics problems, there is a broad range of unanswered questions about protein dynamics and amino acid properties. Proteins are not strictly static objects, but rather populate ensembles of conformations. One way to understand these particularities is to analyze the information available in experimental databases. The Ramachandran plot, despite being more than half a century old, remains an utterly useful tool in the study of protein conformation. Based on its assumptions, we inspected a large data set (11,130 protein structures, amounting to 5,255,768 residues) and discriminated the conformational preferences of each residue type regarding their secondary structure participation. These data were studied for phi [Formula: see text], psi [Formula: see text], and side chain chi [Formula: see text] angles, being presented in non-Ramachandranian plots. In the largest analysis of protein conformation made so far, we propose an original plot to depict conformational preferences in relation to different secondary structure elements. Despite confirming previous observations, our results strongly support a unique character for each residue type, whereas also reinforcing the observation that side chains have a major contribution to secondary structure and, by consequence, on protein conformation. This information can be further used in the development of more robust methods and computational strategies for structural bioinformatics problems.